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ABSTRACT 
Vannevar Bush proposed the memex as a means to support 
building knowledge in the way he says the human brain works: by 
association. Achieving this vision has been a core motivation for 
hypertext research. In this paper, we suggest first that Bush’s 
memex reflects an interaction paradigm rather than system design. 
Second, we propose that Semantic Web promises to provide the 
mechanisms to enable these interaction requirements. Third, we 
propose the mSpace framework and architecture as a platform to 
deploy lightweight Semantic Web applications which foreground 
associative interaction. We propose this lightweight approach as a 
means to evaluate both interaction needs and the cost/benefits of 
using Semantic Web technologies to support them. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.4 [Information Systems]: Hypertext/Hypermedia – 
architectures, navigation, user issues. 
General Terms 
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors   
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
There is a paradox to Web-based digital information systems: 
when material is digitized it has the potential to become 
simultaneously both more accessible and more invisible than it 
ever was in its non-digital form. Digitized, its bits can be 
transmitted effectively anywhere; digitized, it slips into the sea of 
zeros and ones, indistinguishable. It depends utterly on both the 
cues associated with it, and how those cues are represented in 
order for it to be retrievable.  
So far, the killer app of the Web has been the search engine: it lets 
people search the content of the thing itself via keywords to get at 
that thing directly. From the list of links returned by a search 
engine, with its ever-improving algorithms for finding the most 
likely match to a query, a person can trawl through increasingly 
fewer dud links for the best match to their interest.  In many ways, 
the success of the search engine has shaped our expectations of 
the Web. Modern browsers (a potentially anachronistic term) 
reflect this: the “Google box” is either the default part of the 
toolbar or is installed as a popular plug-in addition.  But is 
retrieval the best we can expect from the Web? Or is it that if all 
we have is a search engine, everything we see is a nail? 
The imagined next generation Web, the Semantic Web [4] has the 
potential both simply to continue the Web-as-Google paradigm, 
where the Semantic Web will make retrieval bigger, faster, 
stronger (the Semantic Web as Bionic Web). But the Semantic 
Web also has the potential to make take the Web closer towards 
Hypertext [27, 30], specifically towards the memex, Vannevar 
Bush’s vision of a machine that will support human-oriented 
knowledge building by supporting a person’s construction of 
associative links between one document and another. 
 
Figure 1. View of mSpace Software Framework interface 
mSpace is a project that uses Semantic Web technologies to 
support such knowledge building. In this paper, we discuss the 
motivation, design and architecture of the mSpace platform in 
terms of its use of Semantic Web technologies for approaching 
memex/hypertext goals. We first situate the discussion in a review 
of Bush’s memex, and then describe mSpace in terms of its 
interaction model, software framework and architecture. Our goal 
in this is to put the approach and framework before the 
community as one example of how hypertext research may inform 
the evolution of the Semantic Web, and to demonstrate as a case 
study in progress of some of the opportunities for hypertext 
research when situated in the context of the Semantic Web. 
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A founding motivating vision, not just for Hypertext researchers, 
but for computer scientists, across disciplines [14, 34], has been 
Vannevar Bush’s imagined memex[5]: a machine to hold all 
digital information and which will allow rapid, easy associative 
discovery of information and then path making from one 
discovered resource to another, supporting the capture of a 
person’s annotations on those resources along the way. Some have 
predicted that we are close to achieving this vision [14], and 
indeed, the Semantic Web holds the promise of providing the 
technological underpinnings to enable that vision. It is then 
worthwhile to go back to the original description of the memex to 
remind ourselves of where we are with the Web relative to that 
vision, and where we might aim with the Semantic Web. 
As noted, keyword search is incredibly practical, useful and 
effective. If we go back to the imaginary precursor of the Web, 
however, we see that Bush is critical of the limitation of such 
query systems. For him, being able to get at, use and extend “the 
record” of knowledge is critical. As such, he identifies selection, 
the finding of something useful, as one of the worst-served parts 
of the knowledge-building process. He states, 
The real heart of the matter of selection, however, goes 
deeper than a lag in the adoption of mechanisms by libraries, 
or a lack of development of devices for their use. Our 
ineptitude in getting at the record is largely caused by the 
artificiality of systems of indexing…The human mind does 
not work that way. It operates by association. (All Bush 
quotations are to [5]) 
That succinct quotation seemingly puts paid to any categorizing 
system, from search engines to the Semantic Web that relies on 
ontologies, classes and subclasses of relations. Bush proposes 
instead what has become a well-known concept to hypertext 
researchers, trail making: the ability to connect one thing to many 
other things, including connections to one’s own annotations on a 
thing of interest, potentially implicitly (or explicitly) creating 
one’s own categorization structure on top of the system’s. These 
trails are imagined as robust and sharable. It is the making of 
these associative trails and their associated annotations that Bush 
sees as the method by which one may not only “extend the 
record” but makes it possible to consult it richly and effectively, 
beyond what is possible even in a library. As Bush states,  
A record, if it is to be useful to science, must be 
continuously extended, it must be stored, and above all it 
must be consulted…Even the modern great library is not 
generally consulted; it is nibbled by a few... Thus far we 
seem to be worse off than before - for we can enormously 
extend the record; yet even in its present bulk we can hardly 
consult it.   
Bush proposes the memex as a solution to this problem.  
2.1  Interaction before the “Artificial Index” 
In the description of the memex, Bush founds its design on an 
interaction problem rather than a mechanistic one. More 
particularly, we might say he misdiagnoses an interaction problem 
as a system problem. Let us look at more of the above passage: 
Our ineptitude in getting at the record is largely caused by 
the artificiality of systems of indexing. When data of any 
sort are placed in storage, they are filed alphabetically or 
numerically, and information is found (when it is) by 
tracing it down from subclass to subclass. It can be in only 
one place, unless duplicates are used; one has to have rules 
as to which path will locate it, and the rules are 
cumbersome. Having found one item, moreover, one has 
to emerge from the system and re-enter on a new path. 
What Bush describes is the way he imagines people being forced 
to interact with a system when the interaction mirrors the data 
structure: if the data is stored in classes and subclasses on a graph, 
then users must delve into classes and subclasses, coming up and 
going down as required by the graph rather than by their 
associative interests. Bush describes an interaction design as a 
solution to the problem, and he does so with a technique that has 
since become known as “scenario based design” [7]. 
The owner of the memex, let us say, is interested in the 
origin and properties of the bow and arrow. Specifically he 
is studying why the short Turkish bow was apparently 
superior to the English long bow in the skirmishes of the 
Crusades. He has dozens of possibly pertinent books and 
articles in his memex. First he runs through an 
encyclopedia, finds an interesting but sketchy article, leaves 
it projected. Next, in a history, he finds another pertinent 
item, and ties the two together. Thus he goes, building a trail 
of many items. Occasionally he inserts a comment of his 
own, either linking it into the main trail or joining it by a 
side trail to a particular item. When it becomes evident that 
the elastic properties of available materials had a great deal 
to do with the bow, he branches off on a side trail which 
takes him through textbooks on elasticity and tables of 
physical constants. He inserts a page of longhand analysis of 
his own. Thus he builds a trail of his interest through the 
maze of materials available to him [emphasis mine]. 
In the above passage, Bush describes not an architecture, but the 
easy affordances of his system for tying items together, joining up 
trails and adding annotations “through the maze of materials 
available.” This interaction, Bush implies, is the antithesis to the 
bumping about in disorienting subclasses of the “artificial index.” 
But what feeds this interaction? There are certain assumptions 
implicit in Bush’s description, both of the person’s search strategy 
and the mechanisms that support it.  Bush describes a person who 
has a clear and identifiable interest: “the origin and properties of 
the bow and arrow.” Second, the scientist has a research strategy: 
“he runs through an encyclopedia” to find an article, and then 
finds “a history.” He “branches off” but can come back to the 
starting point and adds his own “longhand analysis.” Interestingly, 
Bush assumes that the researcher uses more or less traditional 
methods to start the search, with URL-like references: “These 
sources [the encyclopedia and history] are referenced by the 
“usual scheme of indexing.” Indeed, “if the user wishes to consult 
a certain book, he taps its code on the keyboard…Frequently-used 
codes are mnemonic.”  
In today’s parlance of software engineering and human computer 
interaction, we’d say that Bush describes an interaction layer for 
his nemesis artificial index system; he does not get rid of that 
underlying index, but imagines at least partially, a better, more 
human way for the interaction layer to support the way the human 
mind works, as Bush says, by association. Early Hypertext   
systems from Nelson’s Xanadu [24] to Englebarts Augment [10] 
to Intermedia [26] to Microcosm [9] recognized the value of the 
interaction layer. Indeed, more recent non-Web hypertext work, 
such as Structural Computing, is premised on the requirement of 
flexible structures specifically to enable data to be represented to 
people in multiple ways – spatially, taxonomically, textually -- depending on a person’s particular context and requirements [17]. 
Hypertext, ultimately, is a very human thing: Bush’s memex 
scenario starts with interaction requirements rather than system 
requirements. The motivation of the Semantic Web is in large part 
to enable better machine processing of information: organized 
metadata and logics applied to information sources will improve 
the ability to reason over data and to create knowledge by 
inference it from it. The approach is often modeled by what has 
come to be known as the “Semantic Web layer cake” of 
languages, protocols and provenance. There is no user /interaction 
layer in this representation of the next generation Web [ref]. It is 
therefore this human first approach to software architecture and 
application design in Hypertext research that may be one of its 
most critical contributions to Web and Semantic Web research. 
As a demonstration of how the human first approach of hypertext 
may engage with Semantic Web research to bring about the 
memex, we describe a software framework and architecture that 
lets us combine some of the “artificial index[ing]” possibilities of 
the Semantic Web with an interaction layer that is richer than the 
current link list search results that so powerfully leverages the 
limitations of today’s Web. In mSpace, we support associative 
exploration and provide a variety of means for annotations of 
these paths. We present an overview of the interaction, describe 
the framework and architecture, and conclude with a discussion of 
methods to further generalize the approach. 
3.  MSPACE 
The powerhouse of the Semantic Web vision is inference via 
automatic association. Through the use of metadata to describe 
information and with ontologies to represent the relations of those 
things described, the Semantic Web will be able to construct 
inferences over data to generate new information, as well as, 
Bush-like, reference existing data. For instance, the answer to 
How Many Cows are in Texas [2] may not exist in any one 
document Bush’s memex-using scientist may be able to locate. 
So, rather than having to do the calculation manually by plowing 
through multiple texts, a Web Service may be able to infer that 
count by running calculations over associated bovine data. How 
these queries and their results are to be represented in the 
Semantic Web is an open question. 
There are a variety of compelling projects in the Semantic Web 
application space that are looking at how to provide queries and 
represent results in a coherent manner. Haystack, while predating 
the Semantic Web, has been redeployed as a Semantic Web 
approach to integrate personal information via a semantic layer to 
break the boundaries of application limits imposed by applications 
specific data types [18]. In this respect of trans-application data 
association, it is reminiscent of Microcosm.  
Another class of Semantic Web interface is the faceted browser 
which supports manipulations/queries on metadata associated with 
data. Such categorizing data can means that information can be 
found in a variety of sets. Flamenco [39] takes an interactive 
approach to facet selection and results display, where selecting 
facets of interest produces a result that is kept in view beside 
remaining available facets. Endeca.com has had particular 
commercial success with this approach. Longwell, a facet-browser 
for the SIMILE [6] digital library metadata project, and Topia 
[29] implemented on an art gallery’s collection, both have 
participants select facets of interest first, then the system generates 
representations of data constrained by those facets. FACET itself 
is a project that looked at using thesauri to discover associated 
facets in order to discover related concepts [38]. Reflecting 
relationships (possible associations) among elements is less 
important in these viewers than foregrounding that the results 
have all the selected facets as “true.”   Also, in each of these 
approaches, there seems to be an implicit assumption that the 
person using the system knows enough about the data space that 
informed facet selection is possible. This approach is in keeping 
with Bush’s selection by his scientist who knows what he wants to 
discover and largely where to look for it. mSpace starts from the 
premise that a person may not have this knowledge, but does have 
interest. 
The motivation for mSpace is to improve access to information, 
and by improving access, help people get from where they are 
able to start with a domain of interest - what they may know about 
it - to where they wish to be in terms of what they wish to learn 
about a topic. We use the term “learn” in a colloquial sense of 
wishing to learn about a subject, rather than drawing on any 
particular model of learning. From this focus on access first, we 
differ slightly from Bush’s motivating focus on selection. As 
noted above, Bush, whose target group for the memex is the 
research scientist, imagines a scenario in which the researcher 
knows what resources to call down to initiate his [sic] quest. In 
mSpace, we want to be able to support the person whose query 
may not yet be formulatable for comparison against an index. For 
instance, the scenario we have described previously [32] is that of 
a person who may not know much about classical music but who 
knows what they like when they hear it, and yet wishes to be able 
to access classical music. In this case, pulling down a perfect and 
complete index of classical music would not be able to assist the 
person carry out Bush’s goal of selection.  The terms would be 
meaningless. Our founding challenge in mSpace has been 
therefore first to support access especially where lexical expertise 
may be missing, and from there, to enable selection, association 
and annotation of paths of interest.  
Our approach in mSpace has been to enable the exploration of an 
information space in multiple ways, to leverage a variety of 
modes a person may find useful for initiating access to such a 
space. From this accessibility-driven approach, we propose an 
architecture to support these interaction mechanisms. Our interest 
in embodying the architecture in the protocols and languages of 
the Semantic Web is that it lets us connect our approach with the  
scale of the Web’s distributed information . 
3.1  mSpace Interaction 
Fundamentally, mSpace is an interaction model which exposes 
relationships within an information space and which provides a 
set of manipulations on that space to assist the exploration of 
those relationships. The formalism of this model has been 
described elsewhere [13, 21]. We focus here on the basic 
representation and manipulations supported by the model, and 
then describe the architecture developed to enable these effects.   
3.1.1  mSpace Representation 
An mSpace assumes there is a high-dimensional information 
space. It is difficult for humans to manage visualizing more than 
three dimensions, and indeed, a quarter of the population has 
difficulty managing three dimensional representations on two 
dimensional screens [22]. An mSpace, therefore proposes a 
method for managing high dimensional spaces on a two-
dimensional space. This is the notion of a slice.  A slice takes a 
projection through a multidimensional space, which effectively 
flattens the space, temporarily creating the sense of hierarchical dependencies among dimensions. While other visualizations are 
possible, we have been presenting this hierarchical slice as a set of 
columns in a spatial layout as seen in Figure 1. For instance, a 
slice in the Classical Music space may be Period, Composer, 
Arrangement, Piece. What is selected in the Period column 
constrains which composers are presented in the Composer 
column; selections in Composer constrain available Arrangements 
and so on. 
3.1.2  mSpace manipulations 
A variety of manipulations are supported on the slice: sorting, 
swapping, subtraction, and addition. That is, the dimensions in 
the slice can be rearranged and changed. If a person has no 
knowledge of Periods, for instance, but took piano lessons as a 
child, they may wish to see the world organized by Piano, rather 
than having to go through a space organized by composer or 
period and, to use Bush’s image, go up and down the graph to find 
piano pieces. Sorting allows a person to rearrange the information 
in a manner that suits exploring the space in a way that makes 
sense to them. Likewise, a person may add new dimensions 
(Figure 2). From considerations of composer, a person may wish 
to move to an associated consideration of recordings or artists 
performing these recordings, to the history of recording practices 
at the time of a specific artist. Likewise, other dimensions may be 
removed.  These manipulations mean that the person can construct 
a representation of a space, and Bush-like pull in associations on 
demand, which support their interests. Indeed it is possible to have 
multiple instances of an mSpace running on the same information 
in order to create multiple arrangements of space in order to 
compare the relationships in these different arrangements. In this 
way, the interface begins to support Bush’s sense of selection, and 
exploration of association. 
 
Figure 2. Sorting and swapping dimensions 
3.1.3  Preview Cues 
Beyond the representation of the domain space and the 
manipulations afforded on it, mSpace also provides a variety of 
methods to interrogate the data associated with the dimensions. 
While the columns present the explicit dependencies of a given 
slice’s organization, two other attributes, Preview Cues and Info 
Views, support exploration by association.  
 
Figure 3. Audio preview cues to preview an area of a domain. 
A preview cue, not unlike fluid links [40] provides a gloss on an 
instance associated with a dimension. More particularly, however, 
Preview Cues are imagined as multimedia rather than textual 
elements. In the classical music example, for instance, one may 
hover a cursor over an icon next to Baroque in the Period column. 
This gesture will launch a set of representative audio cues from 
the identified period (Figure 3). The person will be able to play all 
or any of these cues in order to determine, in the Marshal sense of 
information triage, [20] whether this area is of interest to them or 
not. If it is, they can select the given period and move deeper 
along that path. If not, they can move onto another topic. In this 
way, people can preview the areas of interest at the surface of 
their exploration rather than, again, having to bounce up and down 
the graph of Bush’s artificial index. We have described the 
rationale for Preview Cue’s design, and the evaluation of their 
deployment elsewhere [31]. Suffice it to say for these purposes, 
that preview cues have been highly effective in helping people 
access a domain that has otherwise been experienced as 
inaccessible because of lack of specific domain knowledge to 
enable use of traditional tools like keyword search. 
3.1.4  Info Views 
 
Figure 4. Info Views show information associated with a 
selected entity 
The info view acts as a place to present more detail about a 
currently selected instance in a dimension. In mSpace, the 
selection of an entity both populates the next column of the space, 
and populates the info view for that instance. For instance, the 
selection of a composer causes the information view to open with 
a description of that composer (Figure 4). The info view can be a 
focus or a supplement. A person may only wish to know 
something readily revealed by categorical association: Beethoven 
is in the same Era as Mozart, but not the same one as Bach. We do 
believe, however, that having associated information available 
peripherally assists in building up a sense of context about an 
information space, and also helps a person become aware that 
more information is available in that space should they wish to 
pursue it. We describe in the architecture sections following how 
info views are populated. 
3.1.5  Favorites and State 
At any point, a person may select an element in the browser they 
wish to keep for future reference. This is stored in a persistent list. 
Likewise, a person may save or share the particular state 
(arrangement) of the browser for future reference.  This recallable 
state acts in a manner similar to Bush’s trails through a data space, 
showing what dimensions were associated with which part of the 
data. These states can be replayed chronologically as well to 
reconstruct how the associations evolved. 3.2  mSpace Gestalt: Related Work 
As we have said elsewhere [32] Columnar, spatial views of 
information are not new, but despite their utility, they are not 
common on the Web. Further, they do not enable the full set of 
manipulations we describe here. The innovation of the mSpace 
approach may be the gestalt effect of bringing together spatial 
representations of multiple kinds of associated information within 
a single context that is highly manipulatable for user-determined 
explorations of an information space. The slices draw in 
manipulations on human-associated information in context. It is in 
respect to mSpace’s focus on interaction, the leveraging of 
metadata rather than content alone, and the automatic association 
of new content, whether constructed by inference or resulting 
from a direct reference, that makes it distinct from its hypertext 
predecessors.  For instance, Trigg’s Guided Tours and 
Tabletops [36] work is orientated around creating and 
organizing card indices for information spaces supported by 
NoteCards: the tabletop is a visualization for arranging the 
digital note cards that made up the trail. The Walden’s Path 
work focused on path construction as an overlay to available 
web site pages [12], not unlike Footsteps [25]. More recently, 
Kim  et al created HATS (Hypertext Annotation and Trail 
System) that supports trails through and annotations on Web 
pages using WebDAV [19]. WebPath [23]  reflects similar 
goals. In each case we see an overlay of pointers/annotations 
to explicit content, very memex-like. 
The mSpace approach facilitates connections over a richer data 
space than just existing web pages by foregrounding the facets 
associated with information within a page as well as re-
presenting the sources themselves. This multiple interaction 
approach enriches the associative possibilities for a person 
exploring a domain. The goal again of mSpace is not only to 
support association, but to support access to material to begin 
to create associations; to facilitate and foreground the relations 
around the information, to provide multiple possible access 
points. This is an interaction paradigm, informed by usability 
research, that Bush’s “indexophobia” did not allow: that the 
metadata of the index could be as important for 
exploration/association as the thing itself.  
To explore the approach, we have developed a two phase 
approach: a light-weight framework to generate mSpaces now, 
which we have released as open source. Second, we have begun to 
develop a more robust architecture to support a more distributed 
(Semantic) Web design.  The framework has allowed rapid 
development of a variety of mSpace applications, thereby 
allowing us a means to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the 
concepts in the model from practical use-case perspectives. The 
more formal architecture has evolved from the lessons being 
learned from the framework. The emphasis of the architecture, 
however, has been to explore how to best enable applying mSpace 
interaction to distributed heterogeneous sources, including the 
ability to help annotate and link sources in a memex-inspired way. 
4.  The mSpace Software Framework 
The mSpace framework (available at mspace.sourceforge.net) is 
based on our experience with a large-scale Semantic Web project, 
CS AKTive Space [33] supports exploration of the computer 
science research domain in the UK. That was a purpose built 
application to afford some of the properties of the mSpace 
interaction model as an interface to a large dataspace of tens of 
millions of triples (described below). The application used a 
richly complex ontology and hand-crafted queries to describe the 
relationships between columns. While the application won the 
Semantic Web Challenge of 2003, it was very much a one-off, 
custom build. 
Our hypothesis in developing the mSpace Software Framework 
has been that it was necessary to construct an approach that would 
make it possible to sling, in mspace parlance, an mSpace onto any 
domain space, and which would provide the representations and 
manipulations on data described above. We chose to develop the 
framework using Semantic Web languages and protocols because 
first, these are open (albeit evolving) standards which make the 
framework readily extensible and second, because it is deployed 
in the Web space, we have the potential to connect to the world’s 
largest information resource. This access lets us begin to evaluate 
our approach at scale. In the following sections, therefore, we 
describe our approach in building our initial framework.  
The framework has the following three main components: a client, 
a model and data storage. The client has three roles: to query the 
domain space, to represent the results in the interface, and to 
provide the manipulations on the domain as described above. The 
model defines the dimensions  and their relationships available in 
the domain. The storage layer, in our case a triplestore, supports  
rapid returns of complex queries on the data space. To facilitate 
the discussion of these components, we refer to our publicly 
available demonstrator of the framework, the Classical Music 
explorer (http://demo.mspace.fm). 
4.1  The Client 
The client serves several purposes, first to support the interaction 
with the user, allowing the addition, subtraction and movement of 
columns, and to create a query based upon the user’s selections in 
the interface. The selections are chained into a query that is sent to 
the triplestore (described below), via a web-based API that returns 
a document, currently in XML, that represents the results.  An 
associated web page is inserted into the Info View by appending 
the URI of the selected item as the query string of a specified 
information-providing page. In the case of the Classical Music 
browser, the information-providing page performs a server-side 
lookup of information that is in the triplestore and returns it 
formatted using XHTML and CSS. The favorites functionality of 
the client is also purely client-side, with the saving of the URIs of 
the favorite items into a cookie that is then looked up by the client 
on the loading of the page. The client runs in-browser, using 
JavaScript with heavy use of the XMLHTTPRequest object to 
prevent page refreshes 
In order to provide the functionality of trails to the user as 
reflected in a particular arrangement of columns, a link is 
provided that returns the user to the current state of the system, 
which can be bookmarked using the user’s regular bookmarks 
functionality. After a selection is performed, or after an 
interaction that alters the layout of the columns, the link updates 
to reflect the currently shown columns and selected values, and 
can be saved as a new bookmark at any time. 
4.2  The Model File Approach  
The mSpace model is a segment of RDF, a manner of using a 
graph structure to describe data in the semantic terms of subject 
predicate object relations (triples) [28]. The model file uses RDF 
to describe both the layout of the data to be mapped to the mSpace 
interface, as well as how the dimensions are to be displayed and 
how to sort them. The use of the RDF graph enables the user-
defined hierarchy that lends the mSpace interface much of its power. As described in [13] these relations are centered around 
the concept of a “goal” column. That is, when a query is 
constructed, all predicates are constructed relative to this column. 
The model defines predicate lists, which describe the path from 
the goal items to a specific dimension. The predicates themselves 
are loosely defined, so that having specific ontologies is not 
necessary to apply an mSpace to the data. For instance, one may 
use the same URI of the predicate that is in an ontology, or not.   
This lack of an ontology as a requirement for a Semantic Web 
application is a considerable asset for getting light weight 
Semantic Web applications up and running. Ontologies describe 
relationships of entities in a way that supports inference over data 
to which the ontology is applied. Ontologies have also been 
referred to as the bottleneck of the Semantic Web [11] : there may 
be multiple ontologies for a given domain (how do they 
interoperate? do they); there may be none (now what?).  
The mSpace framework reflects the approach that we can leverage 
RDF in our model file as a kind of implicit, light weight ontology, 
and then leverage existing ontologies to complement the model 
where and when they exist. The model has been designed so that 
it is generic enough to be applied to structured data that exists 
already, without having to redesign the data relationships in a 
formal ontology. This approach allows an mSpace to be applied 
quite cheaply. For instance, the data for the Classical Music 
demonstration was converted using ontologies found on the web, 
with our own predicates used where they did not exist already. 
4.2.1  Multi-hop  
One of the innovations of the mSpace framework over its CS 
AKTive Space predecessor is the use of predicate lists in the 
model file, thus enhancing the automation of deploying mSpaces. 
That is, when a query is constructed, all predicates are constructed 
relative to this column. Predicate lists address the limitations of 
one-hop predicates, which in CS AKTive Space required custom 
queries to be written to support columns that were not directly 
(one hop away on the graph) associated with the goal column. For 
example, in the Classical Music demonstrator, Piece acts as the 
goal column. If we wish to extract all composers in an mSpace 
where pieces of music form the goal column, and the composer of 
a piece is linked to from that piece, we might use the RDQL: 
SELECT ?y WHERE (?x, <mspace:has-composer>, 
?y) USING mspace FOR 
http://mspace.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ontology/Class
icalMusic/ 
Literally, the above expression considers all pieces x, finds their 
composer y, and returns every unique instance of y.  This is a very 
simple query, and already provides a degree of power in 
visualizing stored data.   
It is important to offer the ability to extract data more than one 
link in the graph away from the goal column. Someone may wish 
to explore pieces by the country in which the composer was born. 
The country of birth of the composer is a property of the 
composer, however, not of the goal column piece of music. The 
multi-hop architecture of mSpace allows for this association 
between country and piece to be represented. In a structure such 
as that shown in Figure 5, this would allow finding pieces based 
on, for example, the country from which the composer originated. 
Support for this ‘multi hop’ data is simply a matter of chaining 
two or more fragments together, as shown here:  
SELECT ?y WHERE (?x, <pred1>, ?i1), (?i1, 
<pred2>, ?i2), (?i2, <pred3>, ?y) 
 Construction of a query to update a single column in mSpace can 
be visualized, then, as a pair of loops.  The outer loop chains 
together the graph patterns representing the predicates/selections 
of all columns to the left of the column being updated, and the 
graph pattern representing the predicate for the updating column 
and the variable that will contain the required results.  The inner 
loop constructs the graph patterns for an individual column.   
 
Figure 5. Multi-hop illustrated. 
The following RDQL fragment shows an example of this process: 
SELECT ?y WHERE (?x, <mspace:has-era>, 
<mspace:eras/Baroque-era>), (?x, 
<mspace:composed-by>, ?i1), (?i1, 




Above we see a query to extract the countries of all composers 
that composed pieces within the Baroque era.  This is a matter of 
finding all pieces x that were composed in the Baroque era, and 
had a composer i1 who lived in a country y, and returning y. It is 
important to note that in providing information on how to access 
data, the mSpace model makes weak guarantees that certain 
relationships will hold.  If the relationship does not hold, it will 
simply limit the ways in which some data can be accessed.  For 
example, if I expect that a composer will have a birth place, I 
could, for example, select birth place and return information on 
composers that were born in that place.  If the data does not exist 
or is encoded in an unexpected manner, that data simply will not 
appear as part of the returned information set. 
4.3  Triplestore   
The server that is queried by the client is called a triplestore, 
because it takes an input of many RDF files, and connects them 
up in to one large graph structure, using an SQL database as 
storage. The triplestore then allows for the graph to be queried 
using RDQL. The queries place constraints on the graph in order 
to return sections of the graph that are of interest. 
The software used by mSpace is called 3store [16] and includes a 
web-based query interface that returns the results of the query in 
XML. This XML is interpreted by the client and used to populate 
the columns and interface. The Sourceforge download package 
includes instructions on how to install the 3store server and the 
necessary requirements for doing so.  4.4  The Classical Music Example 
In the implemented mSpace Classical Music browser 
(http://demo.mspace.fm), the data used was taken from the ID3 
tags [1] of a collection of mp3 music files. These music files were 
added to an Apple iTunes library, which provides the ability to 
export the tags of the music into an XML property list, which was 
then parsed and output to XML-RDF. When generating the RDF 
we were very aware that we should correctly utilize specified 
ontologies for the data, and made use of a cut-down version of the 
Kanzaki Music Vocabulary (http://www.kanzaki.com/ns/music), 
maintaining the same URIs specified in that namespace. This RDF 
was then asserted into a RDF 3store triplestore, which allows for 
RDQL queries to be made via RDQL-HTTP (a precursor to 
SPARQL, with similar syntax). The syntax on RDQL queries 
allows for straightforward injection of triple constraints on the 
returned data. Using 3store, we were able to query the classical 
music RDF using the web client, through use of the 
XMLHTTPRequest object directly from the client, generating the 
queries, from the constraints that were made in each column. 
4.4.1  Applying an mSpace to other data 
While there is a certain amount of RDF formatted data available 
on the Web, it is likely that the space that one wishes to browse 
using an mSpace is not formatted as RDF. A traditional data 
warehouse would be database backed and available to be queried 
using SQL. In order to apply an mSpace to this data, and to also 
realize the interoperability benefits of Semantic Web 
technologies, this data either needs to be converted to RDF, or it 
would need to be run against a data engine to allow this store to be 
queried using RDQL. 
At the time of writing, the cheapest way to introduce mSpace to 
an existing data store is to perform SQL queries on the database 
such that dumps of the data can be exported, in order to be parsed 
(usually using a scripting language such as Perl) so that RDF that 
represents this data can be generated. The frequency of this 
operation should correlate to the frequency of changes of the data, 
which is likely to be tied to the type of data being modeled. For 
data that changes often, it is preferable to regularly update the 
RDF. This convert and store approach is similar to that taken by 
the AKT project to demonstrate the promise of Semantic Web 
technologies as well as to have a platform to explore research 
issues within such deployments. 
We see RDF conversion and storage as an interim evil, and at 
approaches like the mSpace framework as viral. The framework is 
small and lightweight enough to begin to expose the cost/benefit 
value of making data available in RDF at source for the use not 
just of mSpace, but of any service that can add value to that data 
by being available to those services. 
4.5  Analysis of Current Framework 
In Star Trek: the Motion Picture, the main character is V’ger a 
planet-sized probe that has made its way to earth from the furthest 
reaches of space and wants to know what to do with itself. It 
threatens to destroy the earth if the “carbon units” do not let it 
communicate with its maker. It turns out that V’ger is actually the 
Voyager space probe, the mission of which was to collect 
knowledge about the universe and bring it back to earth. V’ger has 
fulfilled its mission: it now holds all knowledge. V’ger ends up 
evolving into a higher being (taking two of the Enterprise crew 
with it). It starts by threatening all life on earth and ends by 
actually communicating nothing, taking all its knowledge with it 
to its higher plane of existence. This story is a parable for the 
Semantic Web: one of its major goals is to work as a distributed 
resource; its current embodiments have largely been, however, 
V’ger like, of necessity sucking in data from heterogeneous 
sources into a project’s single triplestore and from there, offering 
services on those sources.  
The mSpace framework is similar: relying for core information on 
locally held data it then queries to populate the interface. The 
advantage of this approach is that it is lightweight, and can be 
rapidly deployed on a dataset, allowing people to explore the 
opportunities of using a standards based, open Semantic Web 
application. We released the framework on the Open Source 
project server Sourceforge at the end of January 2005, 
mspace.sourceforge.net, along with a detailed technical report 
[15]. At the time of writing, the report has been viewed over 1200 
times (unfortunately stats are not available on number of software 
downloads). This approach has allowed us to gain considerable 
feedback from within and without the Semantic Web community. 
In our own department, the software is being used in a variety of 
projects independent of the mSpace project.    
Based on the results of actually deploying such a lightweight 
application we have gained insights into how we can deploy 
mSpace as a more generic browser of mSpaces, rather than of a 
single mSpace at a time. Our eventual goal is to move towards 
mSpace as a generic Semantic Web browser.  The following 
section describes the current architecture for supporting mSpaces 
which utilize and support association across distributed resources.  
5.  MSPACE ARCHITECTURE 
 
Figure 6. mSpace Architecture of MA, MQ, MK layers. 
In order to allow a single mSpace interface to be able to explore 
disparate concepts from multiple distributed sources (to move 
from information about classical music to history of a selected 
Era, for instance), it is necessary to be able to query multiple 
knowledge servers. Currently this is not possible, as the client 
only supports the querying of a single triplestore. The architecture 
described below is designed to query multiple triplestores, as well 
as support incorporation of resources that may not yet be 
referenced in triplestores.  
5.1  The Architecture Layers 
To accomplish this, the proposed system takes the implemented 
mSpace framework and abstracts several of the internal concepts 
of query generation and triplestore querying in order to distribute the system, and to allow multiple heterogeneous and distributed 
external data sources to be browsed from one mSpace. 
Specifically, we have developed a three layer architecture: (1) The 
mSpace Application (MA), (2) the mSpace Query Service (MQ 
(3) the mSpace Knowledge Service (MK) First, we separate the 
framework’s client into two distinct parts: the application layer 
and the query layer (MA and MQ). The triplestore is also 
abstracted into a generic knowledge providing server (MK).  
5.1.1  The MK  
The MK makes it possible and tractable to use a WWW approach 
to data provision: to have multiple providers of data that remain 
controlled separately. The approach also supports other Web 
features like author-linking of resources, ease of creation of new 
data, simple distribution and user chosen data sources. The MK 
approach provides a generic interface to knowledge with a 
protocol that maps onto any triplestore implementation. 
Since we use Semantic Web protocols, the architecture needs to 
be able to query RDF graphs, and is designed so that any query 
language standard can be used, which at the time of writing is 
RDQL, the standard language for querying RDF. The system is 
ready to embrace SPARQL, a more flexible revised protocol that 
also allows a variety of return formats such as XML and RDF to 
be specified. 
5.1.2  The MA / MQ interaction.  
In order to allow clients to be written for multiple platforms, and 
to facilitate the use of mSpace querying within other applications, 
the concept of the client is described in the architecture as a 
generic mSpace Application (MA), separated from querying 
operations, which are translated to an mSpace Query Service 
(MQ).  In order to: facilitate maximal compatibility among 
possible (Semantic) Web applications; enable applications to 
interact with this service easily, and to keeps the complexity of the 
protocol low, two specific access methods, Simple Object Access 
Protocol  (SOAP) and HTTP, are used for the communication 
between the MA and the MQ. Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP) is the core protocol for the Web and Web 
communication. SOAP is the open communication protocol for 
Web Services. Using SOAP/HTTP  allows all servers to be 
accessible on the Web as Web Services for maximum 
compatibility and interoperability. The MA communicates 
initially with the MQ, which acts as a broker (or, effectively, a 
distributed linkbase), with knowledge of domains and of relevant 
mSpace Knowledge Services (MKs). In this structure, the MKs 
communicate with the MA after  consultation with an MQ. An 
MK is the equivalent of the triplestore in the current mSpace 
implementation, and in the case of initial implementations, the 
MK communicates via HTTP-RDQL with a 3store triplestore. 
The immediate purpose of the MK, once discovered by the MQ as 
an appropriate repository, is therefore to construct an RDQL 
query using constraining triples that are specified by the MA. 
5.1.3  The MQ design 
The MA concept is designed such that the application can take 
any form that can implement the communication protocol.  One of 
the important concepts of the architecture is the MQ, which is the 
first point of contact for a particularly configured client, and is the 
part of the system that determines which MKs to use, and 
therefore what the ultimate domain of the data will be. The 
equivalent of this to the WWW is that for a current affairs service, 
you might go to BBC News, who have aggregated content from 
their own reporters, as well as their own choice of articles from 
Associated Press, Reuters and more. The choice to select a 
particular news site such as BBC News is that of the person. 
Similarly, if one wanted to get information about a place to eat, 
they may visit a general-purpose local information supplier (such 
as Thomson Local) or a domain-specific restaurant guide. The 
same applies for the MQ model; the choice of MQ determines the 
content. This is equivalent to the ability to choose what links you 
have on your WWW site, making the information relevant, as well 
as preventing an information overload scenario. The key to this is 
that the MQ is queried by the client and as such, the client is only 
aware of the links provided by the MQ. 
5.1.4  The MQ / MK interaction 
Within a Model View Controller (MVC) approach the framework 
client application takes the role of both the View and the 
Controller.  The XMLHttpRequest receives results from the 
triplestore that is parsed and then fed into the user interface 
controls.  It is this stage of the process that can cause a bottleneck.  
As the number of results returned from the triplestore increases, 
so does the demand put on the client’s browser.  This issue is 
likely to become more apparent on devices that have limited 
processing power, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) or 
smart phones. With the revised architecture that separates the 
view (MA) module from the controller (MQ/MK), we introduce 
the mSpace Query Language (mQL). The mSpace Query 
Language is used to provide only the necessary information about 
the current column layout and item selections to the controller, 
and also return only the necessary formatted data to the view.   
This has the effect of not only reducing the processing power 
required by the client, but it will also reduce the data transfer 
between the view and controller.  
The power of the MQ/MK can also be utilized to provide support 
for many different devices.   For example Web clients can indicate 
that they require JavaScript array-formatted results, whereas a 
powerful desktop application could handle complex XML 
formatting.  There are several other extensions that mQL supports 
within a client application. The information box and preview cues 
can be populated using mQL. The advantage of using mQL for the 
information box again lies in supporting multiple devices such as 
PDAs that have different screen requirements.   
6.  Near Future: Annotation  and Association 
Some of the feedback on the mSpace approach so far has been to 
suggest that rather than constructing a set of mSpace models, or 
collections of predefined dimensions, we construct a general 
mSpace browser which can integrate/associate any dimensions 
from anywhere in the Web. This vision seems very much to 
reflect a facetted browser approach where dimensions of interest 
are selected first, and then the space is organized accordingly. The 
Sculpture project [35] is using the mSpace approach over an 
ontology in just this way.  Our concern in terms of access rather 
than selection first suggests that the model approach has value 
both for motivation for seeding a particular information space of 
interest, and for creating a means to engage with a domain that 
may otherwise be inaccessible: how would someone who knows 
nothing about classical music be able to make use of facet 
selection first before exploration? Bush envisioned people who 
would delight in making trails for others through complex 
information spaces. We imagine mSpace domain modeling as a 
similar practice, and mSpace domain models similar, if richer, 
than a specific trail. They provide a kind of rapidly manipulatable organization to help support a person in determining where they 
wish to branch off, pull in new dimensions.  Critical in this model 
making and trail blazing is the discoverability of associate-able 
knowledge stores. The following sections describe our designs for 
supporting development of one’s own annotations which can feed 
into an mSpace, and a proposed mechanism for connecting 
models to each other at dimensional pivot points. 
6.1  Annotation and Publication 
In order to make mSpace  knowledge sources (MKs) discoverable 
for mSpace models, we plan to utilize the rapid publishing and 
notification mechanisms of the Web Log (Blog) trackback [37] 
mechanism. A trackback URL will be set up for each RDF file, 
enabling the MK and the author’s publication software to link to 
each other, so that when a user updates the RDF, the trackback is 
performed so that the MK updates its data graph with the updated 
RDF file. With this approach, the scalability and inter-graph 
relationship benefits that a triplestore provides are preserved, 
while allowing for updated-on-change distributed RDF data to be 
brought together and queried concurrently. 
The trackback concept  is based in Blogging software architecture 
[3] that supports subscription-based notification of content 
changes.  Subscription means that deciding the relevancy of data 
to a particular MK is up to the provider of that aggregator (a 
primary function of the MK). Taking another example from the 
blog world, some blog hosting services (such as LiveJournal.com) 
allow user communities to be set up. A community of users could 
therefore contribute the data they consider to be important in one 
MK, in a way that is similar to the way people contribute to blogs. 
Currently a user posts a blog entry to the community, and may 
include links (HTML anchors) to off-site pages that they deem to 
be noteworthy. A blog-like engine that hooked into an mSpace 
service could allow that link to be to a new piece of RDF that then 
is hooked into the MK, with the trackback to update the store 
when the external site updates their RDF. The blog trackback 
model gives us both the means to, memex-like, associate an 
annotation directly with an instance in an mspace, and makes new 
resources and dimensions publishable and discoverable.  
There is growing interest in Web Logs in the Semantic Web 
Community [8].We also see considerable potential in the Blog 
space to further enhance association and annotation with 
mSpaces. Blogs already output to RDF. Blogs also make use of 
user-defined categories to organize blog entries. By linking with 
blogging software, as one example, we can make it easy to 
discover and associate ontology descriptions with categories for 
mSpace model discovery. In this respect, we leverage existing 
Web practice, enhanced via the strong linking properties of the 
Semantic Web approach, to enable the memex’s.  
6.2  Intersecting mSpaces 
The above architecture defines how multiple knowledge sources 
can be associated with a dimension in an mSpace model. In order 
to support Bush’s ready travel by association from one related 
idea to another, the mSpace approach requires a mechanism to 
support connecting one model with another. For instance, in the 
classical music space, a person may wish to move seamlessly 
from Beethoven’s musical works to the history of events around 
any of those works.  There are at least two ways to support these 
connections: pre-authored associations of domains at the model 
level, and user-determined association at the interface level.  
In the current mSpace framework, each mSpace knowledge 
domain is defined using an mSpace model that at its highest level 
defines the column contents in relation to a fixed goal column. 
The semantic model describing the domains makes it possible to 
link mSpaces by comparing the rdf:type of the content of their 
columns. Authors of mSpace models will be able to add links 
from their mSpace to external mSpaces in a similar manner to the 
way they use traditional hyperlinks to link their web pages to 
other existing web pages. Additionally an MA client can be 
written to support both recommendations of associate-able 
mSpaces and specific searches for the discovery of available 
mSpaces. Both MAs and model generators can send out requests 
(via MQ/MK) to all known mSpaces in search of map-able 
dimensions. Our near term plans are to develop tools to make 
model authoring, content seeding and trackback feasible for rapid 
deployment. We will incorporate these as extensions to the 
existing framework so that systems already deployed will be able 
to take advantage of these extensions. 
7.   Conclusion and Further Future  
We have presented an overview of the mSpace interaction, current 
framework and architecture. We have presented the approach as a 
way to demonstrate the connective tissues between fundamental 
hypertext issues and the Semantic Web. We have grounded these 
connections between the Semantic Web and hypertext through 
Bush’s founding vision, the memex and have suggested how 
facetted browsing approaches facilitated by the Semantic Web’s 
capture of metadata may enrich that vision, going beyond 
associations of one thing to another to support exploration of 
contexts about one thing with contexts of another.  
In the mSpace framework we have a lightweight approach that 
supports associative exploration and trail-making interaction over 
lightly-structured data. By making ontologies initially optional, 
we have made it feasible to do rapid prototyping at Web scale of 
hypertext concepts (such as link typing or distributed link bases) 
which these new protocols afford but have not yet been fully 
explored.  With lessons learned from applications developed with 
the framework, we have developed a more robust architecture to 
enable the use of distributed heterogeneous data stores, and 
support automatic discovery of these resources to be associated 
with an mSpace. The contribution of our framework approach is 
to provide a practical platform for hypertext exploration that takes 
advantage of Semantic Web protocols which let us support in the 
wild of the Web, Bush’s sense of the way the human mind works, 
through human-made association. 
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